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MCCA Reports a Jump in the Number of Women Lawyers
Leading Fortune 1000 Companies

The Minority Corporate Counsel Association’s (MCCA) survey of the nation’s

largest 1000 corporations shows continued growth in the number and diversity of women

serving as general counsel.

The “MCCA® 2008 Survey of Fortune 500 and Fortune 1000 Women General

Counsel” reveals the following facts.

• Women serve as the top lawyers of 92 companies in the Fortune 500 ranking, an

increase of two women general counsel from the 2007 survey and an increase of

nine from 2006.

• This Fortune 500 general counsel roster shows slightly more diversity than the

2007 survey, consisting of 83 Caucasian, four African American, two Asian

American and three Hispanic women general counsel.

• Forty-six women serve as the lead attorney of the highest grossing Fortune 250

companies. This is an increase of seven over the 39 in the 2007 list.

• While the Fortune 500 women general counsel are based at major companies

throughout the United States, New York leads the list of state locations by having

14 companies with women general counsel.  California is second with 11, and

Texas is third with eight. Illinois and New Jersey each have seven.

• In the Fortune 501 to 1,000 companies, the number of women general counsel

also increased in 2008 after a decline in 2007.  Seventy-eight women general

counsel comprise this year’s list, versus 70 in 2007 and 74 in 2006.

“At a time when the U.S. financial markets are taking a beating and the economy

is creating difficult times for our nation’s top companies, it’s encouraging to see that

more women lawyers are serving as the chief legal officer to whom CEOs turn to lead

the company through today’s legal and regulatory challenges,” said Veta Richardson,

MCCA’s Executive Director.  The 2008 Survey and accompanying analysis is published

in the July/August 2008 issue of Diversity & the Bar, MCCA’s bi-monthly publication.



MCCA’s research shows that the first woman general counsel was appointed in

the early 1980s, and by the time MCCA conducted its first women general counsel

survey the number had increased to 44. In the nine years since MCCA’s first survey, this

number has more than doubled. See the accompanying chart to track the progress of all

women general counsel at the Fortune1000 and also the numbers of those who

identified themselves as women of color.
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These numbers were compiled from historical articles in MCCA’s Diversity & the Bar

magazine.

MCCA’s mission is to advocate for the expanded hiring, promotion and retention

of minority attorneys in corporate legal departments and the law firms that serve them.

MCCA accomplishes this mission through the collection and dissemination of research

and information on diversity in the legal profession.  In addition, MCCA stimulates an

ongoing dialogue of diversity “best practices.”  MCCA’s headquarters are in Washington,

D.C., and it also has offices in Atlanta.  For more information, visit the MCCA website:

www.mcca.com

###

Year Total Women GC Women of Color
GC

Total Women GC Women of Color
GC

1999 44 n/a n/a n/a
2000 43 n/a n/a n/a
2002 62 n/a n/a n/a
2004 75 5 49 6
2005 76 5 64 8
2006 83 6 74 8
2007 90 5 70 4
2008 92 9 78 6


